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Glossary

Campaign Premise
Velepo is perhaps the most perfect city in the world in which to build one’s fortune. So

much money, so much power, so much intrigue, so much concentrated human suffering forced
into a single valley. In the under streets gangs fight over blocks. Hunter offices roam the
rooftops in search of prey. The houses of Harnsclaw send their Reeves in search of men for the
billowstocks. On the swampy isles the scientists pluck away at specimens. From their silver hill
the Parliamentary Authority watched over all. All the while the beat of the great Heartengines
keep away the most dangerous of Fomori.



Your gang is a small one, barely a blip for a single gangwar and perhaps only a single
street, but you have big ambitions. Today you have a job, and for someone a bit more important
then usual.

The city is your oyster, if only you could open it.

Basic Campaign Materials
Additional details are at the end in Setting Materials.

Velepo, The City of Mist
To the far south, deep within the Antarctic circle, on an isle shrouded in fog sits a city,

defiant against all those who would oppose it. Velepo, the City of Mist, was one founded nearly
purely out of spite, and now stands as a monument to both ingenuity and persistence. It’s
sprawling skyline glows throughout the long polar night, when the mist roll over it, and bustles
throughout the midnight sun. It has established itself as the financial and industrial center of the
world, from which it exert its considerable power on the entire world.

Velepo was founded some four hundred years ago, soon after the discovery of the
southernmost major landmasses of the world. Over a thousand miles south of the southern
shores of Uvala, they existed as mist shrouded isles, some of the only places in the world where
snow fell and frost clung to things. The isles themselves were, originally, considered far too
remote and dangerous to settle. This was until the discovery of a phenomenon deep within the
Polar Night that would come to be known as Reid’s Mist, where the Fomori could climb from the
water and stalk the streets. Such things were known to happen, extremely rarely, in the rest of
the world, but on the isles of Sythil they happened each year, and with enough regularity that
some considered it possible to exploit.

The city was originally founded by a hodgepodge of those either desperate enough to
barrel into near certain peril or ambitious enough to grab at an opportunity whenever they saw it.
From Uvala men of both low and high birth came to Velepo, and the city grew from a station
meant to process Fomori meat to a port, then a harbor, then the city sprawled so widely as to
cover each side of the bay on which it squatted.

The rulers of this city were set early on, several families who came either forced out or
sent by the Feerderans making up its upper echelon. With the fall of the empire it left those
there with a powerful resource, and no obligations to supply the imperial courts with Fomori
flesh. These people plotted, and schemed, and in time grew fat on their wealth. In time they too
would become skewered on a spit and roasted like so many Fomori.



Current Affairs of the City
The War of the Rods

The War of the Rods is the name given to the conflict brewing on the continent of Uvala
in the remnants of the Feerderan empire. The war is said to be prosecuted by a boy claiming to
be of the true imperial line, and to reunite the empire.

Velepo, first with the betrayal of the Kilsteins and then with their deaths is now very far
removed from their Imperial roots, and parliament has been wary of becoming involved in
conflict on the continent beyond exerting trade influence. However word has reached the city
that this budding emperor wishes to reunite ALL of Feerderan’s former colonies, and has
already made steps to reknit several former imperial provinces. With that parliament has
organized a recruitment drive for soldiers and is bending the city’s resources towards organizing
a true army. Flyers can be seen on many street corners encouraging people to join. The
situation is not dire enough yet for parliament to press men into service, but the enormous
military camp has been forming outside of Crocker station and now awaits their marching
orders.

Vacancy of the High Seat of Tempreth
Far from the city, farther than even Uvala, is the continent of Kreet. Tempreth, translating

in their language to something like Sole or Singular, is the name of the high throne of the Kreet
empire. Normally when the emperor dies the imperial successor will be chosen via a complex
process of prophecy and fortune telling. However, their oracles and soothsayers have been
unable to give the imperial court and answer. Instead they have instructed the Kreet to go south,
to the isle of mist, and there they will find the answer to who shall sit on the Ruby Throne.

Kreet vessels, great ones of Imperial make, have been crowding Blue Harbor for six
months now, and they don’t seem to be stopping. Kreet dignitaries are growing increasingly
agitated at not finding the sign they were looking for, whatever it is.

Strife Among the Hudvadfic Tribes
The Hudvadfic tribes have always been an oddity in Velepo, the native peoples of the

misty isles seeing the city as an opportunity. Conflict between Velepo and the tribes are rare,
with first the House of Kilstein employing them in great numbers for their expertise in tracking,
fomori hunting, and preparation, and now Parliament doing the same. In turn the Hudvadfic
overlook the people of Velepo living on the islands and building their inland cities. The
Hudvadfic themselves have always been nomadic, moving their camps with the misty seasons,



and while they think the Velenese are insane for their permanent residency they can’t deny the
goods the great cities produce.

This was, however, only in official matters. Among the common people the sight of the
Hudvadfic are a terrifying one. Maws full of sharp fangs and men who stood a full head taller on
average than a Velenese. In the cities they refused to conform, sticking to their traditional
cultural practices. Still though, conflict that came to blows was uncommon.

Five years ago this changed. Among the Hudvadfic lines have been drawn between
those tribes who are friendly to the Velenese and those who are hostile. Why this is has become
extremely opaque to parliament, and despite their efforts the Hudvadfic are tight lipped as to
their internal matters. What is known is that a moot was held, a moot of dire importance for the
clans as a whole, and whatever happened there did not reflect well on the Velenese. Since then
the Hudvadfic have raided small towns, killing civilians, and the trade of Fomori meat has
become strained as certain tribes refuse their services.

Economic Shifts
Everyone can see that there have been enormous economic shifts in the city of Velepo.

In the last half century the shores of the bay have become choked with great factories, and the
pace of city life has accelerated out of control. So much money is now trading hands within the
city that small fortunes are made every hour.

As this has happened a struggle between new and old money has occurred. Though the
revolution and the appointment of parliament was supposed to ensure fairness for all, the power
of old wealth has allowed those at the top to remain there. Men and women connected to the
Four Pillars have always made up a large part of parliament. However, as those on the lowest
rungs of society have chafed against what appears to be a new ruling class, anger has brewed.
Unions, the most prominent of which is the Butcher’s Union have sprung up. New schools of
thought, preaching equality for all, are gaining traction. In coffee houses and bars people
whisper about secret meetings, worker’s meetings to plot against their betters.

The city is changing again, the long simmering pot of its anger is close to boiling over.

An Election Year
The highest seat of parliament has always been a contentious seat, first occupied by

one Adrian Lerain, one of the central figures of the people’s revolution, a voice of the mob. After
which the position was held by a series of popular demagogues, and overtime as the anger of
the revolution cooled, the position transferred to the kinds of dour bureaucrats one would expect
to run a governmental organization with efficiency.



The Premier of Velepo enjoys a long term, six years at a time and up to four terms so a
single man can spend his entire adult career as Premier. The current Premier of Velepo, one
Logan Hart, a thin faced and severe man born out of one of the minor houses that served the
pillars of Velepo, has announced he is stepping down. This has come as a surprise, as any man
who had weathered three elections should, in theory, seek his fourth term. He has however
sighted health complications as his reason to not seek reelection and named a successor.
Some though see this surprising shift as an opportunity. Many in the city are campaigning now,
trying win the public’s support before presenting their cases to parliament. It is not uncommon to
see such politicians pleading their cases on street corners or from carts. There are rumors of far
more viscous tactics, sabotage and more, but they’re only rumors.

The first dawn after the long polar night will mark the election’s beginning, and the
political fervor is only growing hotter.

Character Creation Rules
Character Creation Rules

Races: Human and Variants (listed below in The People of Velepo). Variants are assumed to be
human with all normal human features unless taking an alternate racial feature.

Point Buy: 25 [Link]

Starting Level: 2

Alignment: All available, but alignment will be seldom used. Means to detect alignment will
similarly seldom used and mostly be a means to discern spirits, rare fomori, evil mythical
creatures, evil objects, etc. and not of use on your average human. [Link]

Health: Full HD at level 1. Average rounded up each level thereafter, as an example D8 would
be 5HP.

Leveling Up: Leveling up will be done via milestones. Over time players will reach milestones,
mainly pertaining to expansion of the conquest and influence of the southern army of Caorak.
These milestones will be explained to players before they reach them.

Feat Restrictions: The following feats are restricted Craft Wondrous Item, Craft Magic Arms &
Armor, Forge Ring, Craft Rod, Craft Staff, & Inscribe Magic Tattoo, as well as their Spheres
equivalents. These feats will only be available through high end crafting apparatus, and these

https://www.d20pfsrd.com/basics-ability-scores/ability-scores/?/#Generating_Ability_Scores
http://www.d20pfsrd.com/alignment-description/additional-rules/


will generally be restricted to working with a single craft skill. A Magical Loom for Craft Clothing,
a High End Forge & Smiths Tools for Crafts Arms, etc.

Starting Wealth: All characters begin play with 1000gp worth of equipment.

WBL: Expect to receive ¼ of normal wealth by level, supplemented by Automatic Bonus
Progression.

Racial Traits/Feats: No longer race restricted. Feel free to pick from non-allowed races as well.
These will be restricted within reason, so I may veto someone taking kobold tail slap feats when
one has no tail.

FCB: Favored Class Bonuses are no longer race locked, feel free to use whatever you wish
from the list.

Bonus Feats: All characters may receive either Cantrips, Combat Stamina, or Skill Focus at
level 1, their choice.

Traits: 2 traits, 1 campaign trait, 1 drawback [Link] [Link]

Allowed Content: Spheres user only. All characters must make use of Spheres of Might or
Spheres of Power. [Link]

Firearms:Guns Everywhere, though Firearms are normally not used against Fomori due to
them responding largely to Sound. [Link]

Languages: Every character begins knowing Velenese, and for the vast majority of the people
in the city this language will be the sole one needed to communicate. In addition you may begin
knowing an additional cultural language if you are a variant human.

Familiars, Animal Companions, and Mounts: If you plan on having a familiar, animal
companion, or mount please specify the kind of companion you want and I will work with you to
find a good animal in the setting for you.

Minor Gestalt: You will not begin with any Minor Gestalt Points, but during the campaign there
is the possibility of gaining Minor Gestalt Points through the killing of rare Fomori and
consumption of special unique organs within their body. [Link]

Alternate Rulesets:
Alternate Crafting [Link]
Alternate Profession [Link]
Automatic Bonus Progression, Increase your level by 1 for the purposes of bonuses received.
One may choose to exchange weapon enhancements for implement enhancements as per the
SoP wiki. [Link] [Link]

https://www.d20pfsrd.com/traits/
https://www.d20pfsrd.com/traits/drawbacks/
http://spheresofpower.wikidot.com/
https://www.d20pfsrd.com/equipment/weapons/firearms/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1viGuPDK5Vd64Y-czQCpd-2qa4qmHHhGqQBV6aD-su5I/edit#heading=h.gsxsa6ffdhca
https://www.d20pfsrd.com/skills/alternate-crafting-rules/
https://www.d20pfsrd.com/skills/alternate-profession-rules/
https://www.d20pfsrd.com/gamemastering/other-rules/unchained-rules/automatic-bonus-progression/
http://spheresofpower.wikidot.com/implements


Background Skills [Link]
Elephant in the Room Feat Taxes [Link]
Stamina & Combat Tricks [Link]
Variant Multiclassing [Link]

Casting Traditions:
A spheres caster is able to make their own casting tradition within some restrictions. Every
character must have Material Casting (Fomori Organs). Fomori organs are harvested from slain
Fomori, and must be done so via Profession (Butcher) and then prepared with either Profession
(Chef) or Craft (Alchemy). Fomori Organs are widely available in the city, but their sale is
regulated.

As described below the killing and processing of the Fomori is an industry under the direct
control of the Parliamentary Authority, and while a blackmarket flourishes purchasing Fomori
from official markets & suppliers is a privilege reserved largely for the wealthy. As such you must
acquire it either through a contact or by killing and processing Fomori yourself.

Below in the section ‘Fomori and Their Uses’ details on converting Fomori into usable casting
material and cost per spell are detailed.

Class Features Alterations:
Some class features will have requirements dependent on the size of the settlement you are in.
With Velepo being such an enormous city, no character could ever easily affect it all. Instead
these abilities will treat individual boroughs, and even individual neighborhoods as settlements
for the purpose of their abilities.

Expectations
An character document should have roughly the following content. I do not particularly care
about the length of the document, but it should be long enough to give me a good idea of your
character.

● Name
● Basic biographic information (Race, Age, Sex, Alignment, Etc.)
● Rough party role (A character sheet is not required, but a description of what your

character is expected to accomplish mechanically)
● Backstory (This can be basic, but should include at least one character I can use to

provide you with an initial contact)
● Choose between three initial starting card types you want. Card types are listed below in

The Rumor Mill section, and are Employers, Leisure Spots, Artisans, Merchants,
Services, Trainers, Research Locations, Hideouts. These will provide you some basic
things to do, and will be of the Copper grade.

● Physical Description

https://www.d20pfsrd.com/skills/background-skills/
http://michaeliantorno.com/feat-taxes-in-pathfinder/
https://www.d20pfsrd.com/gamemastering/other-rules/stamina-and-combat-tricks-optional-rules/
https://www.d20pfsrd.com/classes/character-advancement/?/#Variant_Multiclassing


Campaign Traits
Panhandler
One can hear many rumors while performing on a street corner. Gain a +1 Trait bonus to the
perform of your choice, this becomes a class skill. You may use Perform checks to Gather
Rumors while Panhandling.

Watercooler Talk
People tend to gossip while on breaks in both offices and on factory lines. Gain a +1 trait bonus
to a single Craft or Profession of your choice, this becomes a class skill. You may use that Craft
or Profession check to gather information while performing skilled labor.

Sweat Of Your Brow
Between hauling bags or loading trucks people will share things they heard on the street. Gain a
+1 trait bonus to ability score checks made with Strength, Dexterity or Constitution. You may
gather rumors while performing Unskilled Labor, using your BaB + appropriate physical ability
score modifier for this check.

Eavesdropper
People are more loose lipped when they think they can’t be heard. Gain a +1 trait bonus to
Stealth, this becomes a class skill. You may use Stealth to gather rumors.

Ear Worm
Sometimes one is able to pick up snatches of conversation in a crowd, overhearing things
people said in passing. You gain a +1 trait bonus on perception, this becomes a class skill. You
may use Perception to gather rumors.

Bar Rumors
After enough drinks people are willing to divulge even their most heartfelt secrets. Gain a +2
trait bonus on saving throws against Drugs, Sickened, and Nauseated. You may use your BaB +
Constitution Modifier to gather rumors while performing Leisure.

Scholarly Circles
Though books do not have any current rumors, those who read them do and love to gossip.
Gain a +1 bonus on a knowledge skill of your choice, this becomes a class skill. You may gather
information with Knowledge Skills while performing Research.



The People of Velepo
Many different peoples live in the great city of Velepo, with a myriad of cultures. Below describes
the most common culture groups. If a character belongs to these culture groups they may
choose related alternate racial features from the below list. In addition they receive a bonus
language for their cultural language. These are described below under The Languages of
Velepo section.

When creating characters treat all the races below as human, more ethnicities with odd physical
quirks instead of different species. They can all interbreed, and while multiracial people are not
inordinately common, in a city with the population and diversity of Velepo they will be there. If
you are miltiracial you may choose up to 2 of these races to choose alternate features from.

The alternate racial features replace the ordinary human racial features.

The Zentili Clans
Origin & Culture: The original homes of the Zentili are far to the north along the equator, where
the sun beats down relentlessly on humid chains of islands. The Zentili peoples inhabited many
such island chains and refer to a diverse set of cultures. Those who arrived in the city however
did not do so of their one volition. Among the Zentili the worship of their ancestors often end in
brutal clan warfare. The four major clans in the city each pay homage to a different primary
ancestor, who in turn is subservient to a great ancestor. This great ancestor was the victim of a
lost war far to the north, which caused their exile. This persists as a great stain of the psyche
Zentili of the city.

Within the city the Zentili consider each other primary rivals, but also their only viable allies. The
different Zentili clans form a number of the prominent crime families, inhabiting the area north of
the great River Mirko within The Slurry and the eastern half of The Ratways.

Appearance: Zentili were originally considered unnerving to the Velenese, but have grown
common enough that their appearance hardly causes notice. They are tall on average, and
entirely hairless. Their skin tones range from slate grey to pale ivory, but keep to almost stone
like coloration. Their noses are upturned, with their nostrils prehensile. Zentili tend towards
being slightly heavy set.

Languages:
Velenese, Zentilinese

Alternate Racial Features:



Aquatically Inclined

Zentili are naturally at home in the water, able to swim with impressive dexterity. This often
makes them invaluable to the more adventurous Hunting Offices. A Zentili with their trait gains a
10 foot swim speed and may hold their breath for double the normal number of rounds. In
addition 5 Cold Resistance. This replaces the Zentili’s bonus feat.

Helpful Ancestors

Whether or not their ancestors are indeed watching or not the Zentili claim they can feel the
watchful eye guiding their hand. Once per day when rolling a skill check, they may choose to
reroll that skill check with a +2 insight bonus. This increases to twice per day at 4th level and
every 3 levels thereafter. This replaces skilled.

The Huvadfic Tribes
Origin & Culture: One of the few cultures of people to the south of Velepo, playing amongst the
ever shifting sea ice that brush up against the peninsula’s southern shore, the Huvadfic are
regarded with either fear or smug superiority. Unlike those of the north, to whom the Velenese
have some shared history, the Huvadfic people were only discovered after the isles of mist were
settled. While the city sprung up, defiant against the encroaching mists, the Huvadfic
themselves would arrive in small numbers to trade. The people themselves were tolerated for
their specialized knowledge in butchering the local Fomori, the trade of their organs, and their
abilities to predict the weather patterns within the mist. In return the Huvadfic tasted the riches
of the northern lands beyond their home.

In the city the Huvadfic practice many aspects of their traditional culture, much to the chagrin of
the parliamentary authority. Their traditional parasitic magic and use of slaves are not officially
tolerated within city limits, but bribes and threats allow their practices to go unmolested, as long
as they do not sell slaves within city limits.

Appearance: The Huvadfic, compared to the Velenese, are an imposing people, tall and broad
bodies with porcelain skin and shockingly bright hair. The most striking feature that sets them
apart however are their jaws, most Hudvadfic had at least slightly protruding incisors, and some
have jaws so full of oversized teeth that they can hardly close their mouths.

Languages:
Velenese, Trade Hudvadfic

Alternate Racial Features:



Taste for Blood

Huvadfic are feared for the rumors that the fanged men have a taste for human blood, and
though these are mostly false, it does not stop their oversized jaws from being terrifying. Some
are so large as to be used as weapons, granting a bite attack. This is a primary natural attack
that deals 1d4 points of piercing damage. This replaces the Huvadfic’s bonus feat.

Huvadfic Preparations

Completely divorced from the methods of the Velenese, the Huvadfic butchery techniques are
passed within the tribes and seldom taught to outsiders. They gain a +2 racial bonus to
profession (Butcher) and profession (Chef) checks, and may identify the weak spots on many
Fomori, gaining a +1 racial bonus on damage against Fomori. This replaces skilled.

Garmadic
Origin & Culture: The Garmadic have a shared history with the Velenese. Before the modern
Velenese arose out of those crazy or desperate enough to stake their claim on the isle of mist,
both they and the Garmadic were merely parts of the greater tapestry of Uvalan culture. While
the Velenese left the continent and traveled south, the Garmadic stayed. This however did not
last. Many of the Velenese left by choice, but it is more accurate to say the Garmadic left in fear,
persecuted for their faith and their bodies. Those who could afford arrived on the shores of the
misty isle, and eventually ended up in the then already established city of Velepo.

After the fires of the revolution had cooled, the Garmadic found a home far more willing to seize
power through weaving every band of people they could find. The Garmadic who made it to the
city were those with the money to afford the great journey, and established themselves as
fixtures in the newly sprung up industrial centers and financial houses of the city.

Appearance: The Garmadic are most well known for their skin. A young Garmadic is difficult to
tell apart from a Velenese, but as they age their skin will begin to change to a red irritated
coloration. Scar tissue will begin to form, causing limbs to swell and joints to become stiff. For
something causes only slight changes in movement, but for others it can be delbititating,
needing surgeries to separate the large scar plates that cover their bodies. In these plates many
Garmadic will have patterns carved, sculpting divots into fleshy armor.

Velenese, Garmadic

Alternate Racial Features:

Time to Contemplate

As movement is difficult for many Garmadic, they have become given over to thought rather
than action, and despite the constant need for surgery their bodies are resistant to disease and
permanent impairment. They gain a +2 racial bonus to their Intelligence and Constitution scores,



but suffer a -2 penalty to their Dexterity score. This replaces their normal racial ability score
modifier.

Armored Plates

For many Garmadic their skin is thick enough to provide protection against weapons. Such
Garmadic gain a +1 natural armor bonus. This replaces skilled.

Near & Far Shore Kreet
Origin & Culture: The Kreet are considered odd foreigner’s all over Uvala, their civilization
growing on the continent of the same name. While the Velenese, and other Uvalan peoples,
refer to them as Kreet they refer to themselves by any number of names as diverse as the
Uvalan themselves. Those who arrived all the way in Velepo to live in the city of mists did so
either at the behest of their own governments, or to seek the fortunes a steady supply of Fomori
could provide.

The Kreet are considered culturally the other among the Velenese, but do not exist in the city in
large enough numbers to draw the ire of the people. As those who came either are stuffy
bureaucrats representing foriegn governments, their servants, or enterprising merchants from
the near shore cities, they make up a higher echelon of the city than most foreigners. Despite
the time they also seldom acclimate to local culture, preferring to keep themselves some degree
separate.

Appearance: The Kreet are a tall and lithe people, described as willowy or ethereal. Their
faces and bone structure are all harsh angles, and their skin so pale as to be nearly translucent
with criss-crossed blue veins. While their hair is normally kept long, most Kreet have a strange
hairline one might associate with balding, with the line often set far back on their heads before
flowing down their backs in a long curtain.

Languages:
Velenese, Kin or Imperial Kreet

Alternate Racial Features:

Unearthly Grace

The Kreet are known for their almost unnerving grace, their long limbs and traditionally long
braided hair making their movement seem fluid and whiplike. For what they lack in physical
force they make up for their mental acuity, with an almost unnerving ability to read people. They
gain a +2 racial bonus to their Wisdom and Dexterity scores, but suffer a -2 penalty to their
Strength score. This replaces their normal racial ability score modifier.



Strange Bureaucracies

The Far Shore Kreet, with their cities of rigid social hierarchy and bureaucratic diplomacy, have
become adept at navigating the relatively innocuous and speedy governments of the Velenese.
They gain a +2 Racial Bonus to Profession (Barrister), Craft (Calligraphy),and Linguistics, and
when using these skills to interact with either government bureaucracy or law enforcement may
expedite such proceedings, taking ½ the normal time. This replaces skilled.

A Bridge of Trade

The Near Shore Kreet, in majority for those who have settled permanently in Velepo, belong to
one of the many city states that dot the sweltering island chains between the continents of Uvala
and Kreet. These cities both transport and evaluate the bulk of traded goods between the
continents. They gain a +2 Racial Bonus to Profession (Sailor), Profession (Merchant), and
Appraise. In addition they may, when appraising items, discern magical properties of that item
as if using the detect magic cantrip. This replaces skilled.

Feerderan
Origin & Culture: Feerdera, an empire without equal on the continent of Uvala, or at the very
least it once was. For hundreds of years the monolithic power block of Feerdera only consumed
more and more land on the continent, feasting on the riches it could find, only to collapse under
its own weight in a frenzy of internal strife and self-destructive decadence. Since the fall of
Feerdera its lands have been divided into successor states, reunited under petty warlords, and
fractured once more. Where once was unity is now only defined by strife. Many of these
conflicts pushed away people, fleeing the violence, and these cast offs often eye the city of
Velepo south of the continent as an attractive option.

In the modern era the fires of conflict have somewhat cooled, now only smoldering, however
with the rumors of war brewing and Velepo having risen in power the warlords of the former
Feerderan states eye the city with both envy and fear. Feerderan within the city can be divided
into several groups, those who are the descendants of refugees for conflicts in history, more
recent refugees from conflicts still within living memory, and those just arrived looking to curry
the favor of the parliamentary authority.

Appearance: Feerderan have no single appearance that defines them, with the lands that were
conquered making up a tapestry of appearances and styles. What one would call imperial
Feerderan are dusky skinned, often with heavy facial hair and deep set eyes. Southern
Feerderan in contrast are taller, fairer skinned, with the slight hunch of the eastern peninsular of
Uvala. Western Feerderan are more defined by their small bodies and propensity for travel upon
the great grassy plains of the continent. There are not one people except in that they all bear
the scars of empire.



Languages:
Velenese, Imperial or Pidgeon Feerdic

Alternate Racial Features:

Acclimated to Conflict

The centuries of petty warfare have bred a society of soldiers and fighters among the Feerderan
successor states. They gain a +2 Racial bonus to Profession (Soldier) checks and gains a
single Equipment Sphere Discipline talent, most often Peasant, Pikeman, or Gallowglass. In
addition they gain a racial bonus equal to ½ their HD on checks against Forced March. This
replaces their Bonus Feat.

Weight of Legacy

Many Feerderan feel the weight of legacy of lost empire, their weighs heavy on themselves and
their culture. The shadows of greatness looming large inspire many to great heights, if at great
risks. They may, before rolling a skill check, may declare it a risk. They may roll an additional
1d4 and add it to their result. If this skillcheck fails they take the result of that 1d4 as non-lethal
damage. At level 8 this increases to 1d6 and at level 15 to 1d8. They may do this a number of
times per day equal to half their character level, minimum 1. This replaces skilled.

Velepo Natives
Origin & Culture: The original inhabitants of Velepo have no single origin, but have over time
molded together into a single people. The disenfranchised, desperate, or simply foolishly
ambitious of Uvala came to the shores of the misty isle in search of their fortunes, and in
defiance against the mist and the Fomori formed a city that now sits as a crux of power in the
world. Originally the city sat as a colony of Uvalan powers, but it proved too distant and too
unruly to remain under their control, and then proved too unruly to remain chafed against their
own noble rulers. If there is one thing that can be said about the now unified peoples of Velepo,
it is that they only listen to their own authority.

Appearance: The native Velenese can not be pinned down to a single appearance, ranging in
hair and skin color from areas all over Uvala. Small bodily abnormalities of the Uvalan peoples
and various quirks of physiology have spread throughout the population so as to be
interspersed.

Languages:
Velenese

Alternate Racial Features:



Experienced Urbanite

The Velenese have become adept at both navigating the city’s streets and its culture. When
they gather information they may roll twice and take the better, no matter the skill used. They
gain a +2 racial bonus on sleight of hand & perception and a +4 racial bonus on survival in
urban environments. This replaces skilled.

Sun Starved

The Velenese have existed beneath the dark or dim twilight lit streets for so long that they no
longer need to maintain a regular sleep cycle. They gain a +4 bonus on saves against fatigue,
exhaustion, and sleep. Once per week they may choose to stay awake during the night slot of
the day with no penalty, gaining the benefit of a long rest no matter their activities. This replaced
their bonus feat.

The Languages of Velepo
The vast majority of the people in the city of Velepo speak Velenese, with those who do not
either being visiting foreigners or the rare stubborn cultural enclave. One should expect 99 out
of every 100 individuals found in the city to be fluent in Velenese.

However a number of other languages are also spoken in the city, these are:
● Kin Kreet

○ The trade language of the continent of Kreet, originating in the empire on the far
side of Kreet.

● Imperial Kreet
○ The Uvalan name for the language spoken by far kreet imperial bureaucrats.

● Imperial Feerdic
○ The surviving language of the heartland of the Feerderan empire

● Pidgeon Feerdic
○ A combination of Feerderan slang and various local languages mashed together

into a single amorphous tongue.
● Garmadic

○ Spoken by the Garmadic peoples, uses most commonly for their religious
ceremonies.

● Trade Huvadfic
○ The Huvadfic trade language, used for intertribal communication in contrast to

the personal languages of the inner tribal communication.
● Zentilinese

○ The most common of the languages to make it from the Zentili Isles, not their
only tongue, but often used as a go between for Zentili clans.



Fomroi and Their Uses
As every spellcaster is reliant on the use of Fomori organs for their spellcasting, the acquisition
and processing of Fomori is extremely important for those who wish to make use of magic. A
Fomori must be acquired via hunting or purchase, and when killed, will need to be processed
into usable organ meat.

The Parliamentary Authority are the sole organization who can sell Fomori meat legally, and
only empower a few organizations, the Hunting Offices, to hunt them legally. For everyone else
where they kill a Fomori they must report it and the body will be taken away by a Reeve for no
payment. If instead one wishes to poach, know that this is something that carries harsh
punishment, and up to the death penalty if it is found one is selling Fomori organs to
non-Velenese illegally.

A Fomori body produces a number of usable lbs or organ meat equal to ¼ its HD.This
processed organ meat is worth 32sp per lbs. When casting a spell a character will use up 1sp of
organ meat per CL or ability used, or ½ an ounce. Some organ meat may be more expensive
than 32sp per lbs, but still consumes ½ an ounce per CL or ability used. Though Organ Meat is
preserved it will general spoil within 1 month of processing.

Two checks are required to process a Fomori, first being a Profession (Butcher) check and the
second being either a Profession (Chef) or Craft (Alchemy) check. The DCs of these checks are
15+ The HD of the processed Fomori. The DC for Craft (Alchemy) is 5 higher than that of
Profession (Chef) or 20+HD of the Processed Fomori.

Exceeding these checks can produce a more product or superior product that provide benefits
while using them for spellcasting. For every 5 by which you exceed the Butcher check you
produce another ¼ the creature’s HD in usable organ meat.

When processing using Profession (Chef), or Craft (Alchemy) you may choose to use an
advanced preparation technique. The standard advanced preparation technique increases the
DC of this check by 10, but when using these prepared materials for casting one gains a +1 to
their CL (this increase does not increase the amount of organ meat required). Other rare
advanced preparation are available, but must be researched & learned.

Failing the preparation check will cause the meat to be ruined & unusable. Meat must be
prepared in 1lbs portions. If a Fomori produces less than 1lbs of usable organ meat then only a
single preparation process may be used.



Additional Downtime Rules
Daily Grind

Days in this campaign will be divided into three daily 8 hour sections, these are Morning,
Evening, and Night. At the beginning of each day each player will receive three cards to indicate
their time to spend. Most characters will need to spend their night slot sleeping, but for the other
two daily slots people are free to do what they wish or coordinate with their fellow party
members to do larger group tasks. Almost all predefined tasks will take a single time slot.

This time may be spent on a variety of downtime tasks, the most common examples are:
● Gathering Rumors (1 Slot)

○ Gathering information tod raw from the rumor deck, described below under The
Rumor Mill.

● Find Employment (1 Slot)
○ Searching for an employer for one’s skilled labor, described below under

Employment.
● Skilled Labor (1 Slot)

○ Working for an Employer using Craft, Artistry or Profession for payment,
described below under Employment.

● Unskilled Labor (1 Slot)
○ Using purely the strength of one’s body to perform task for payment.

● Panhandling (1 Slot)
○ Using Perform to perform for strangers on a street corner for pennies.

● Research (1 Slot)
○ Making use of either public (A library) or private (The University Archive) facilities

to research a topic.
● Crafting (1 Slot)

○ Using Craft, or Profession in some cases, to create an object.
● Artistry (1 Slot)

○ Using Artistry to create an work
● Leisure (1 Slot)

○ Spending ones time and money on some of the abundance of entertainment in
the city, described below.

● Training (1 Slot)
○ Honing one’s skills, either alone or under a trainer

● Retraining (1 Slot)
○ Making use of a trainer to alter your skills

● Earning Capital (1 Slot)
○ Using any of a variety of skills to garner capital for business related downtime

activities (described in detail here: [Link])

https://www.d20pfsrd.com/gamemastering/other-rules/downtime/


● Animal Training (1 Slot)
○ Training an animal or animals to perform tricks

● Rest (1 Slot)
○ Simply rests for a day, gaining increased benefits of healing.

● Run a Business (2 Slots)
○ Administer a business you or the party own.

There are many more tasks than the above, described on this page: [Link]

Some of these tasks will need to be changed slightly to help it fit within this system, this will be
done on a case by case basis as we come to them.

The Rumor Mill
In the city of Velepo there are main rumors one can find to lead to jobs, interesting peoples, and
more. This will help ground the campaign and provide direction. Each borough of the city of
Velepo comes with a deck of rumors, and each rumors comes in one of the following grades:

● Copper (DC 15)
○ Rumors that are generally public knowledge, but simply not widely known

● Tin (DC 20)
○ Rumors that are more hidden, and often more dangerous

● Silver (DC 25)
○ Rumors that are both hidden and dangerous

● Crystal (Special)
○ Crystal rumors are special, and may only be unlocked when completing previous

rumors related to the person or faction the rumor is tied to. When completing a
rumor required to unlock the crystal rumor you will receive the rumor card, but
blank. Once completing all requirement you will be given the full rumor.

During downtime a player may choose to search for rumors through a variety of methods. One
may always search for rumors with Diplomacy, using Gather Information, but in addition most
characters will have another way to find rumors given to them via their Campaign Trait.

If you are gathering rumors while performing another task (such as Panhandling) you use your
roll for that check as the result of your rumor gathering. If you are solely gathering rumors (with
diplomacy or another skill) you may roll twice and take the better result.

When drawing from the rumor deck you will either receive a rumor of a happening, or a rumor
that would lead to one of the card types described in the sections below. These cards will have
have grades, similar to rumors. The types of cards that can be pulled from the deck are the
following:

● Employers
● Leisure Spots
● Artisans
● Merchants

https://www.d20pfsrd.com/gamemastering/other-rules/downtime/downtime-activities/


● Services
● Trainers
● Research Locations
● Hideouts

While you may also roll to gather rumors and pull from the deck, sometimes you may wish to
search for more targeted information, such as rumors about a person or for a particular
restaurant. If you are gathering rumors about a single specific thing (A person, business, or
topic) you may use gather information as normal. Instead if you are searching for something
more broad (Clubs, Bars of a certain stripe, Shows, etc.) you may receive a related card of an
appropriate grade.

Employment
A character must be employed in order to work at Skilled Labor jobs, as simply arriving with a
set of carpentry tools and a knack for wood won’t get you any paying customers. This is to not
say carpenters aren’t in demand, but one must cultivate a relationship with an Employer to get
both the best bang for their buck and benefits.

Most employers will, at minimum, provide a +2 bonus to one’s checks by supplying Masterwork
equipment. For higher end employers they will often provide additional bonuses or other
benefits, such as access to rare equipment or research materials. Each time one gains an
employer they will receive a card detailing the benefits, type, and obligations of that employer.
Most employers also come with some amount of obligation, normally requirements to show up a
minimum number of times per week. A Character, upon creation, may choose a single
Profession, Craft, or Artistry they possess, and receive an initial employer for that skill.

When searching for employment one will make a check with the skill they are searching for
employment with, this will, in addition to a d100 roll to determine additional typings for their
employer or employment scarcity, determine what kind of employer they are able to find at that
time.

As a character is making checks daily rather than weekly for Craft, Profession, and Artistry
these are all homogenized to a single kind of check. When making a check for one’s daily wage
they will earn an amount equal to half their check in sp, rounding down, for instance if one made
a check with a total of 25 they would earn 12 sp for their daily labors.

In contrast Unskilled labor may be performed simply and easily, as the demand for day laborers
is always growing. When making a check with Unskilled Labor one rolls their BaB plus one of
either their Dexterity, Constitution, or Strength modifiers, representing different types of unskilled
labor. They earn an amount equal to their check in cp, for instance if one rolled a total of 17 they
would earn 17cp.



Leisure
Leisure is beneficial to the body and mind, spending money on particularly luxurious forms of
leisure can provide big benefits. One may always spend money on leisure in one of the
following three ways:

● Routine Leisure
○ Cost:  8cp
○ Benefit: Gain a +1 morale bonus skill checks for the next 24 hours.

● Extravagant Leisure
○ Cost: 8sp
○ Benefit: Gain a +2 morale bonus skill checks for the next 24 hours.

● Hedonistic Leisure
○ Cost: 8gp
○ Benefit: Gain a +2 morale bonus on skill checks for the next 24 hours. Once

during the next period when making a skill check, before the result is known, you
may reroll it, taking the second result.

If one chooses one of the above they are considered to be partaking in public and well known
facilities. However if one wishes to have specific or merely different benefits one may search for
private or lesser known venues. This can be done with Gathering Information checks, described
above under The Rumor Mill. If one does so they will receive a card describing the specific
benefits and costs of leisure activities at that location. In addition some may require additional
work to gain entry, club memberships or invitation, and that may be worked out on a card by
card basis. The type of bonus this provides will almost always be morale.

Training & Retraining
One may wish to spend their time honing their skills in preparation for the next battle, and one
can do so either by themselves or under the tutelage of more experience practitioner. Trainers
are also vital for retraining, which will act as normal in the Pathfinder rule system. Each trainer
will have a specialization, and this can range between the following and will often include
multiple:

● Skills
● Fomori Preparations
● A Particular Sphere, or set of Spheres, both Magical & Martial
● Rare class features (ex. Bardic Masterpieces)
● Feats
● Exotic Weapons & Armor

Each trainer will be able to aid you either with retraining, or by training you to help hone your
skill temporarily. How they enhance your skills will depend on the trainer and will be worked out
on a card by card basis. The bonus this provides will almost always be Competency.



When training alone you will be able to do the following:
● Training with a particular weapon, gaining a +1 competency bonus to hit with that

weapon for 24 hours
● Training with a particular set of armor, lower its ACP by 1 for 24 hours.

Artisans, Merchants, & Services
Velepo is one of the trade centers of the world from its perch on the south pole, as such almost
everything one can imagine is purchasable within its walls. However, even if it is in the city
doesn’t mean it is easy to find or acquire. For certain rare products one may need to search for
specialized suppliers to buy from, or artisans to create items for them. Services on the other
hand are people who can be paid to perform a task for you, rather than create or acquire
something for you. These range from lawyers to doctors to merchants and more. Merchants,
Artisans, and Services come in two types, Legal and Black Market. Black Market are for the
varieties of contraband products & illegal activites in the city, but with Velepo’s thriving criminal
underground one can certainly find such markets throughout the city.

The most common kind of Artisan or Merchant to have is a Black Market Merchant to purchase
Fomori meat from, as every spellcaster will require one for their regular purchases of casting
materials.

Other than that these Artisans & Merchants can be sought out, and what they specialize in will
be worked out on a card by card basis.

Research Locations
The city of Velepo contains a fair amount of resources for one’s use, publicly available libraries
and other institutions with a fair amount of knowledge. However, particularly rare knowledge
may only be available in rare tomes, or specific collections. The additional bonuses to research
access to these locations will be worked out on a card by card basis. The most basic forms of
research is the following, and can be done in public locations:

● Creature Research: Research into a particular kind of creature and its weaknesses,
providing a +1 insight bonus to damage rolls against it for 24 hours

● Subject Research: Research into a particular obscure subject, allowing one to make or
retry a knowledge check with a +2 circumstance bonus.

Bonuses while making checks during research will most often be circumstance, where as ones
research provides over time will normally be Insight.

Hideouts
Hideouts can take many forms, and in Velepo there are many corners one can make use of.
These will vary in both privacy and amenities, ranging from completely hidden well connected



bases to merely a private table being on constant reserve in a restaurant. The bonuses these
locations will provide will be worked on on a card by card basis and can be of all types.

Equipment & Magic Items
Weapon Abilities

Bloody - This weapon is adept at leaving large gaping wounds and drawing copious amounts of
blood. When dealing bleed damage with this weapon, deal 1 additional. This ability only triggers
when you cause a non-bleeding creature to begin bleeding.

Weapons
Light Cleaver
Description: A flat single edged blade, meant for cleaving at the enemy.
Stats: 6gp, Martial, Light Melee Weapon, 1d6, x3, B or S, deadly, bloody

Combat Cleaver
Description: A large single edged cleaver, meant to be held in one hand.
Stats: 10gp, Martial, One-Handed Melee Weapon, 1d8, x3, B or S,  deadly, bloody

Heavy Cleaver
Description: An enormous cleaving tool, as much meant to rely on its weight as its cutting
edge.
Stats: 15gp, Martial, Two-Handed Melee Weapon, 1d12, x3, B or S, deadly, bloody

Heavy Cleaver
Description: An enormous cleaving tool, as much meant to rely on its weight as its cutting
edge.
Stats: 15gp, Martial, Two-Handed Melee Weapon, 1d12, x3, B or S, deadly, bloody

Polescalpel
Description: A dangerous sharp blade atop a long haft, single edged with a blood groove for
carving apart Fomori at long reach.
Stats: 12gp, Martial, Two-Handed Melee Weapon, 1d10, x3, P or S, reach, bloody

Light Buzzer Launcher



Description: A buzz launcher is hunter’s choice of weapon to kill Fomori with, providing a
cutting edge that crossbows can’t. The odd sling will launch circled serrated blades to lodge
themselves in a Fomori’s side.
Stats: 50gp, Martial Ranged Weapon, 1d8, x3, S, Bloody

Heavy Buzzer Launcher
Description: A heavy buzz launcher is all there is to like about a buzz launcher, scaled up to
absurdity.
Stats: 90gp, Martial Ranged Weapon, 1d12, x3, S, Bloody

Heart Engines
Heart Engines are tools designed to incorporate fomori organs into mechanical wonders. The
concept of a Heart Engine is extremely new, and only possible with the modern mechanical
know how of the newly industrialized city. Despite often containing organs besides hearts, the
phrase Heart Engine comes from the most common tool of this nature utilized within the city, the
Canary’s Beat.

Canary’s Beat
Description: A small metal canister with either single crank or small combustion engine. The
metal hood is open and convex, amplifying the sound of the rapidly beating heart within.
Stats: 75gp, 7lbs (Cranked), 300gp, 25lbs (Engine). When on the Canary’s Beat will alert and
attract all Predatory Fomori within 500ft.

Leviathan’s Tread
Description: A scaled up version of a Canary’s Beat, using a large predatory Fomori’s heart
rather than a smaller prey variety. The heart sits in the back of a horn, the beating loud enough
for humans to easily hear.
Stats: 750gp, 70lbs (Engine). When on a Leviathan's Tread will alert all Fomori within 1000ft,
driving away smaller predators.

Setting Materials

Shut Inside
Due to the dangers Fomori represents when stalking the street, the city of Velepo is

partially built underground. During the seasons of twilight and polar night, people stay inside



rather than emerge. Long periods indoors, and with no natural light, tend to make people more
than a bit stir crazy. What’s worse is that with everyone forced to use the underground passages
it allowed the enforcement arms of the houses of Harnsclaw to maintain the Parliamentary
Authoritiy’s contravant lists.

Despite being shut inside away from the Fomori people are still terrified of the creatures,
and not without good reason. In particular in the less well kept parts of the city you’ll often have
dilapidated infrastructure allow for smaller predatory Fomori to squeeze within. It is not
uncommon to find one of the fish-like creatures pulling itself along in an alley.

The Fomori
The Fomori represent a duality for the city, at the same time the source of its greater

danger and its greatest strength. While the citizens of Velepo are in near constant danger from
the Fomori crawling across its boroughs, the parliamentary authority use its power to corner the
world’s markets on Fomori organs.

In the city the trade of Fomori meat is tightly regulated, with the Parliamentary Authority
holding all the power for both who can hunt Fomori and who can process it. Within the city the
killing of Fomori is only allowed for the Hunting Offices, who will petition the Parliamentary
Authority for an official Hunting License. These will normally limit the number of hunters within
the office, and who they are allowed to bring the corpses to. In contrast on the seas the Fomori
are primarily hunted by enormous flat bottomed ships, these are empowered to do so by the
Parliamentary Authority, but in majority owned by the houses of Harnsclaw.

From either source the only legal place to process such creatures is Red Harbor, and
this is done almost exclusively by members of the Butcher’s Union. While some smaller
suppliers have the right to process Fomori meat, the Butcher’s Union does not accept anyone
moving in on their territory, in both the legal and illegal markets.

The Parliamentary Authority is the one who sets prices for processed Fomori organs,
and it mandates it is the only legal entity such organs can be sold to. They do so in order to
control the flow of the organs out of the ship, deciding by parliamentary decree which nations on
the continent are allowed to purchase that season.

While the parliament is not overly concerned over small-scale illegal markets within the
city, selling to the Velenese, they consider smuggling out of the city to be of primary concern,
and will hunt and punish those suspected of it.

The Fomori themselves to be in inexhaustible supply, and in such a myriad of forms that
no single scholar can name them all. Beyond a few common varieties it is not unheard of for a
man to never see two exactly the same. The fishlike horrors are both beautiful and terrible,
monsters that can bring magic to bear against their enemies during the hunt.

Fomori vary from the size of tennis balls to larger than even the biggest of modern war
vessels, and come in every size in between. The vast majority of the creatures of blind or nearly
so, and rely on sound to hear. Their reliance on sound is why the heart engines, preserved
Fomori hearts hooked up to pumps, can scare the creatures away while they beat.



The Revolution
The great city of Velepo began as a colony of the Feerderan empire, the mighty House

of Kilstein was entrusted with overseeing affairs of the city and to ensure the flow of Fomori
meat continued to the heart of the Feerderan imperial palace. The lesser houses that served
Windal too sent their representatives and family members to carve up the Isle of Sythil for their
own dominions. Harnsclaw, Vott, Reid, Gladlace, Noulten, Wealeigh, and Mossham all grew in
power as their masters did, the House of Kilstein became one of the most important in the
empire, and at one point had ambitions to the Feerderan throne.

The collapse of the Feerderan empire changed all that. The history of the fall was a
complicated one, but as the empire fractured and warred against itself the House of Kilstein,
with demands for resources from both sides, instead chose to withdraw. It saw itself as now, far
away from the war and holding the key to the Fomori flesh, as the one with the power of
decision. It is known now that the House of Kilstein supported all sides of the conflict, prodding
the war of Feerderan to send all into total collapse rather than allow any successor to reach the
throne with anything more than a petty kingdom left to them. This was one of the many crimes
laid at the Kilstein’s feet during the Night of Liars.

In the time after the fall of the empire, Velepo grew to be a power that could rival any in
the world. From its southerly position it exerted power over Uvala by controlling the flow of
Fomori meat. As the House of Kilstein prospered its people waned, harried by the Fomori in
their streets and unable to see the prosperity of the riches that came to the family, or so the
revolutionaries claimed.

The revolution began one hundred and fifty years ago in the drinking halls and salons of
the city, its people hurt and angry. The intellectuals of the city were split. Its priests drew lines.
The fire of revolution could not be stopped however, and it soon consumed the city in great fires.
The greatest blow to the Kilsteins were the four Betrayals, that of houses Harnsclaw, Vott, Reid,
and Gladlace. Whether they saw truth in the revolutionary’s words, or merely opportunity, will
never be known. With the noble houses on their side Velepo truly descended into madness.

During the long polar night the entire line of the House of Kilstein were dragged before
the people’s court. Each with a sin of the family on trial, and in all these trials they were found
guilty. Not even Johnathan Kilstein, the youngest son of the line, was spared. Like his father
before him he was throne into the water, to the Fomori, and the source of their power would
spell their end.

The city evolved, and a constitutional monarchy was signed into existence. Parliament
would decide the laws of the city, and it would be made of elected citizens of the new Republic
of Velepo. The noble houses, no longer the Four Betrayers but the Four Pillars, were signed into
the servants of Parliament. As Parliament made laws, the houses would enforce them. From
this came the modern system of the nobility both being court & police, with the Reeves being
minor nobility in their own right.



The city prospered, no matter how red it's bay was stain.

Calendar
The calendar used in Velepo is the Feerderan calendar. During the game you will be

provided with a calendar that contains the current month and any events happening that month,
as well as a marker for the day. The year of this calendar is 408 days long, divided into 10
months with on average 41 days. Weeks are 8 days in length.

Due to Velepo’s location far within the Antarctic circle, it experiences long periods of
polar twilight, polar night, and midnight sun. There respectively are divided into:

● Near twilight, 56 Days in Length
● Polar Night, 95 Days in Length
● Far Twilight, 56 Days in Length
● Midnight Sun, 191 Days in Length

Each year sometime during Neat Twilight the mist season will begin, covering the city in
a dense fog that allow for Fomori to walk the land. This will persist until sometime in Far Twilight,
or sometimes even the beginning of the Midnight Sun. This ranged anywhere from as little as
110 days of the year to as many as 210 days, depending on the weather that particular year.
This year, numbered 156 from the signing of the Parliamentary Charter, has been marked by an
unusually early Mist Season, a week into Near Twilight.

The Institutions & Factions of Velepo
Many large organizations exist in Velepo, each in struggle with each other for power over

the city. Some of the major ones are:
● The Parliamentary Authority

○ Made of many councils & committee, the parliamentary authority is the
active arm of parliament policy as it exerts its power over the city. This
can be further divided into the Ministry of War, Ministry of Finance,
Ministry of Records, and Ministry of Security.

● The Four Pillars
○ The four pillars are the houses that betrayed the House of Kilstein during

the revolution. These are Harnsclaw, Vott, Reid, and Gladlace. These
form the backbone of Velepo’s law enforcement, and beneath them are
numerous smaller houses as well as many empowered Reeves.

● The Four Corners



○ The colloquial name given to the four largest criminal institutions in the
city, mocking the Four Pillars own title. For themselves they may have
different names, and on occasion the membership changes, but can be
called by their titles being the East, South, North, and West. The current
four corners are The Triberic Mob (East), Tribe Korhonen (South), Clan
Jat (North), and The Sinjala Family (West)

● The Butcher’s Union
○ Being the largest Union in the city, and the one who in essence controls

Fomori organ production, the Butcher’s union and its president Gunnar
Lutz have become the base by which other unions look towards for
leadership and political force. The Union themselves use their weight to
police their district, Red Harbor, and to influence city politics.

● Mescall University
○ The university is not a monolithic entity, and though under the board of

trustees can be divided into numerous departments. The most important
of these departments are Zoological, Medical, Chemistry, Thumaturgical,
and Culinary, as these four perform the bulk of the work and research into
the Fomori and their uses.

● The Odette Association
○ The largest and most well established Hunting Office, and the one

through which Parliament tests and disseminates new policy to other
hunters. While they do not decide policy themselves they hold a great
deal of sway over those decisions. The Odette Association mediates and
settles disputes among other offices, and helps allocate hunting grounds
and evaluates jobs.

● Nussbaum Machining Company
○ The largest manufacturing conglomerate in the city, owning many of the

factories that dot its shores. The company itself, and its owner Josef
Nussbaum hold enormous political sway over the city.

● The Hudvadfic Tribes
○ One of these tribes, Korhonen, is a member of the four corners. However,

a good number of these tribes inhabit and work in the city.
● The Zentili Clans

○ Again, one of these clans, Jat, is a member of the four corners, but
multiple clans operate intandem in the city.

● The Otori Church
○ The Church of Otori is the largest and most frequented religious institution

in Velepo. Most of the native Velenese venerate at least one, and often
several of Otori’s children. The church, despite its internal differences
between the children, on occasional present a united political front.

The Boroughs of Velepo



The Slurry
The Factory district north of the river Mirko. The region is names for the rivers of mud and runoff
often flowing down its streets from the factories. Many warehouses and closed shops play host
to an enormous variety of illegal and quasi-legal activities inside the quickly growing district.

The Ratways
One of the two major slums of the city, named for its extremely closely built structures. They are
sufficiently layered on top of each other as to ape the underroads of the better parts of town.
This is also where farmers from outside of the city take refuge during the mist season.

Brown Harbor
Named for its waters turned brown from the runoff from the factories, this harbor is where the
majority of mundane goods enter and leave the city. Numerous ships arrive each day, even in
the mist season, or leave laden with goods. The dockworkers union hold sway over the district.

Mincemeat Plaza
Mincemeat plaza is well known for being the center of Velepo’s black markets. While a legal
market exists, catering to the less affluent of the city, numerous backdoor deals go on here each
day. One of the primary items sold is low quality Fomori organs, sold to native Velenese
spellcasters.



Red Harbor
Names for the harbor's waters, stained red with the blood of Fomori. Red Harbor is where all
processing of the Fomori is done, with enormous leviathan carcass littering the shore. Butchers
are constantly at work, processing the catches of the mist season, and the Butcher’s union rules
the district.

North Bank
North Bank is the largest slum of the city, and exists as a testament to people’s willingness to
endanger themselves for a possible fortune. Inside the district it is well known the Zentili rule,
the clans in a state of near constant internal conflict, but outwardly presenting a front whenever
threatened.

The Hook
The Hook is host to the majority of Hunting Offices, due to its proximity to Fort Vott and for it
paying host to the Odetta Association. The Hook is known for both its hunters and military
artisans, with many weaponsmiths and other such workers making their business there.

Fort Vott
The first structure to be built within the bay, Fort Vott is a now old Feerderan military installation.
From its perch overlooking the mouth of the bay it is able to watch the harbors. It also contains
the city’s military harbor, where parliaments war ships are docked when not in use.

Reid’s Pitt
Reid’s Pitt is a prison for the general population of Velepo. Many months of constant night will
often make people go mad, and violent crime of all stripes is not uncommon in the city. Reid’s
Pitt, despite being built almost oversized, is near to bursting at the seams with prisoners.

Crocker Station
The passenger station of the city allows for people to head out on the rails throughout the Isles
of Sythil to various parts of the Republic of Velepo. Around it is sheltered the conscript
encampment, where those newly recruited soldiers are waiting to be shipped to war.

Lower Gills
An red light district, Lower Gills caters to vices of every kind. Gambling halls, brothels, drug
houses and more crowd this district to try and entice anyone it can find into partaking.

Silvershaw Plaza
Where the artisans of the city congregate. Workshops for almost every non-military items can be
found here, from clockmarkers to tailors to book binders and more. The district caters largely to
the wealthier of the city, but is well equipped enough so that even the middle class can make
use.



Morgan Hill
A more discerning entertainment district, on a slightly higher elevation than Lower Gills. Opera
Houses, Museums, Salons, Casinos, Bordellos, and more make up the higher class
entertainment of the city.

Tillman Garden
Tillman Garden is where those who can afford it headquarters their businesses. The rich and
power have their central offices here, and many organizations who wish to be close to Silver
Height settle of remaining in the Garden.

Suttor’s Bazaar
Suttor’s Bazaar is one of the most extensive market places in the world, bringing in both the rare
foreign oddities come in through Blue Harbor, mundane goods from Brown Harbor, and Velepo’s
own native made goods.

Cole Cross
Cole Cross is where those who can afford a good life, but are not yet wealthy enough to stand
alongside nobility, live. It contains all the kinds of amenities one would expect out of upper
middle class living.

Teeget’s Vale
While not as prestigious as Tillman Garden, Teeget’s Vale contains the offices of numerous
businesses and organizations. In addition on its east side is the pavilion hall of the local
Hudvadfic tribes.

Silver Height
The seat of government, playing host to both Parliamentary Hall and the Tribunal Block. Silver
Height contains numerous offices for governmental workers and embassies from other nations
of the world.

Blister Field
The freight station of the city. Through here the railways snake out across the isle and bring in
the riches of the nation that aren’t the Fomori. Though the Fomori steal the show the lands
under the Republic's control are rich in mineral wealth and natural resources.

The Slate
A prison for the elite. The Slate is as much a threat as it is a holding place, where Parliament
sends those political prisoners it deems important enough to not risk in the general population of
Reid’s Pitt.



Harnsclaw
Harnsclaw is the seat of the house by the same name, and the district where each of the Four
Pillars had their homes inside the city. The district is for the very wealthiest, often those
politicians with seats in parliament or businessmen owning entire blocks of The Slurry.

Blue Harbor
Blue Harbor is the foreign harbor, where rare and exotic goods too delicate to come in through
Brown Harbor go. As well, all dignitaries who wish to curry favor with Parliament arrive here,
parking their ships in the calm bay.

Bloodman’s Walk
Bloodman’s Walk is a unique location to the city of Velepo, where prepared Fomori flesh is sold
and served. Not many are allowed to either purchase or sell there, and only those with the
permission of parliament are allowed, but it is said the delicacies that are made within could cost
a normal man a year’s salary.

Pennilton Street
Pennilton Street is the spiritual center of Velepo. While there are many churches throughout the
city, it is in Pennilton where most of the religious institutions center themselves, and where many
monasteries shelter.

Mescall University
Mescall University is a place higher learning and research, educating not only the wealthy sons
of daughters of Velepo, but many people from around the world. It is also the center of the world
for research into the Fomori and their properties.

Barett Park
Barett Park, during the long midnight sun, is a beautiful serene park full of greenery. During the
darkness of polar night however it becomes a place where Fomori hide behind every bush. In
addition to this however is the university’s nature conservatory, an enormous zoo for housing
rare Fomori.

The Religions of Velepo
Zentili Ancestor Worship

The Zentili of the city practice a form of competitive ancestral worship. Their religion
teaches that the world is simply a training ground for the afterlife, and that once you die you will
enter the spiritual army of one of the many primary ancestors who are seeking to wrest control
of the realm of the spirit. The Zentili in the city are primarily adherent to a single primary



ancestor, Tipezish the Guileful, but each clan had different ancestral patriarch who are
competitive among themselves as Tipezish’s lieutenants.

The religion is very concerned with the honor of family, self improvement, and marriage
to produce the best and brightest children. It also teaches that the eldest of the clan, as they are
closest to that of the ancestors, should be consulted in all matters pertaining to clan altering
decisions. This means generally a small council of elders, who due to clan warfare taking many
young men normally end up primarily women, are consulted on most matters of state and clan
politics.

As a warrior need enter the afterlife already equipped to begin the great war, the Zentili
practice a form of honor burial during which the belongings of the deceased are stored with their
bones. The items, along with the bones, are cleaned via traditional methods and placed within
aboveground temples. Offerings to ones ancestors are considered to be part of the system
through which mortal Zentili resupply them with arms, armor, and the comforts of the mortal
clans.

Otorism
Otorism is the primary religion practices in the City of Velepo, and is the largest single

faith on Uvala, being the state religion of the Feerderan empire before its collapse. Otorism
teaches that a single primary goddess, Otori, was formed out of the dust that floated as motes
through the endless nothing. She then gave birth to the world. Seeing the world she knew that it
would need more than just barren rock, and so she birthed many children. These children were
each given a task to govern and now form the bulk of the Otori pantheon. These range of Sigith
the Child Keeper to Pritana the Bee Monger and everything in between.

Only a few dozen of Otori’s children are worshipped in large numbers, and have their
own separate churches, but numerous denominations exist within the religion. These
denominations teach to adhere to certain groups of birthing to singular particular children or
some other permutation of the faith. Otori herself is considered to be dormant, tired by her work
and has left the governing of the world to her children.

Her eldest Son & Daughter, Ki of the Stone and Tri of the Sky are considered to be the
most authoritative in the pantheon to most. Jetei of Black Water, the next born, is often
considered either the primary evil or dangerous gift giver of the world, for it is said he is
responsible for the Seas and the Fomori there in.

The Divine Order of Sequestered Fellows
The Divine Order of the Sequestered Fellow is a new age religion having come into

existence after the revolution. Its adherents practice a monastic lifestyle devoted almost entirely
to scholarly pursuits and the recording of knowledge. Their teaches are that any knowledge that
is known contain a part of the knower, and so upon their death the knower renters the zeitgeist
of the world as their knowledge reenters the whole from which all knowledge is drawn.

The have a looser hierarchy than many religions, seeking out their most prominent
scholarly members for decision making and using a loose system of votes, by which every



member of a monastery have equal representation, to determine courses of action that affect
the whole monastery.

The Sequestered Fellows are the owners of many of the greatest archives and centers
of learning, and are both a benefactor and user of Mescall university.

Yampriani
Yampriani is the traditional religion practiced by the Hudavfic peoples. While the

Velenese wish for a nice easy name under which to hold all of the Hudvadfic faiths, the fact of
the matters is that while these faiths are related each tribe has their own unique quirks and
beliefs.

The most common beliefs are that Fomori are, in fact, the dead. It teaches that when
one dies their body returns to the sea, and eventually one’s spirit becomes twisted with desire to
reenter the land. It will then form a body and stalk the land searching for souls to consume. The
Hudvadfic, generally, do not blame the spirit for doing it. It is natural to become twisted in the
cold and dark of the sea. Their hunting and slaying of the Fomori come with a great many rituals
to cleanse the spirit, and by consume the flesh of the Fomori they may bring that spirit into their
bodies to ride with them until their own deaths.

Imperial Kreet Jal’Pala
The newest religion on the scene in Velepo, at least the newest to gain any prominence.

With the arrival of many imperial kreet bureaucrats, their faith has received an enormous
amount of exposure. To the understanding of an outsider they have no gods, merely many
divine spirits who toil endless to keep the wheels of fate turning in the world. It is up to the living
Imperial Kreet to interpret the messages and signs these spirits leave in order to predict the
future.

This is done by a priest caste, those mystics and mathematicians who read signs out of
everything from the stars to cloud patterns to animal droppings in order to discern facts about
the future or the best courses of action to take.

It teaches that all decisions must be consulted with a priest, including marriage, financial,
medical, and more. It also teaches that one day a great tally will be held of their life, discerning
their adherence to the fate of the world, and for each deviation a demerit is given. For each
demerit the dead shall need to toil away with the rest of the spirit for a great time until their one
work helps keep the weave of the world from unraveling.

Glossary
This section will contain terms that need to be defined for ease of usage.


